Vector identification is significant to remove contamination in ESTs (Expressed Sequence Tags) 
Introduction
Vector identification, a basic and important bioinformatics task, is one of the main research directions in bioinformatics field at present, which can not only remove the cloning vector contamination in Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs) to obtain clean ESTs, but also can support extraction of a variety of features from EST sequences, thus facilitating the correct extraction of cDNA insert. Although some foreign biological softwares or tools are available, which are not perfect, as a result, the effective vector identification is still a challenging task.
There are some vector identification methods exist now, such as Cross_math (http://www.phrap.org), SeqClean [1] , LUCY [2] and VecScreen [3] . Cross_math uses Smith-Vaterman algorithm to compare two sequences in order to get objective vector, which is integrated in some EST processing softwares such as PartiGene and has good validity and sensitivity; SeqClean is a EST pre-processing software, using BLAST to identify sequence features such as vector and restriction enzyme; VecScreen is also a vector identification software based on BLAST. BLAST algorithm is proposed by Altschul et. al in 1990, in order to improve the FASTA algorithm performance and calculation speed through finding smaller and better hot spots. The above softwares have made good vector identification results, but they all can not indentify the vector structure, which leading to some errors.
Sequence alignment, the foundation of all sequences processing, is also a basic bioinformatics task and an effective way to solve errors. Its fundamental tasks are to find sequences kinship, identify their common area, and distinguish their differences. Alignments against EST sequences all are based on the comparison with the sequence characters, and identification on the basis of certain error ranges. Suffix tree is a good data search method like prefix tree, which is adopted to compare sequences rapidly in the paper. In fact, dealing with a variety of problems using suffix tree has always been the people's concern. In the survey paper, Apostolico mentioned suffix tree had been quoted more than 40 times in 1985 [4] . Suffix tree is used in finding the longest repeated substring in the strings initially [5] , and then applied to obtain all the repeated substring in the strings [6] and string comparison [7] . Not only in the string, has suffix tree been applied in other areas excellently. Rodeh applied it in the field of text compression [8] , Cardenas in inverted index [9] and Clift in genetic data analysis [10] .
The paper adopts suffix tree full-text search method to quickly and locally compare them by the study of sequence alignment, and combines EST vector structure to propose a new vector identification method based on vector structure and suffix tree.
Vector structure of EST sequence
Chun Liang et. al have gotten the expected structures of ESTs which is shown in fig. 1 [11, 12] , while vector structures contain the structures that is referred as vector structures of ESTs in fig 
Vector identification method
In this paper, vector identification method is proposed via vector structure of ESTs and sequence alignment method based on suffix tree, which obtains vector fragments by vector structure of EST sequence, constructs vector suffix tree by the top m highest frequency base elements, and searches matching vector fragments by the vector suffix tree, expanses vector fragments by dynamic programming algorithm fixing window length, and finally merges the corresponding vector fragments according to certain position principles in order to arrive at the ultimate vector sequence. The overall process involves two steps: establishment of the vector suffix tree and identification of EST vector using the vector suffix tree, and the overall framework diagram is shown in fig. 3 . 
Establishment of vector suffix tree
Establishment of vector suffix tree is a process, which utilizes the top m highest frequency vector sequence fragments consistent with the vector structure of EST sequence as data to be established and uses suffix tree method to establish the vector suffix tree. The process contains two steps: (1) extracting the vector sequence fragments on the basis of vector structure of EST sequence; (2) establishing the vector suffix tree based on the top m highest frequency vector sequence fragments via statistics.
Step 1: extracting the vector sequence fragments on the basis of vector structure of EST sequence. For any EST sequences to be processed, the vector structure according to the expected structure can be obtained. It searches the position itself in the vector DNA via biological enzyme specified in the expected structure. After getting the position, the vector DNA sequence is then divided into 5 parts, in which the deleted vector sequence fragments in the biological experiment are in the middle of two biological enzymes and two ends are the vector sequence fragments consistent with the expected structure of EST sequence, which is exactly what we need to identify. Based on the vector sequence structure, the input sequence fragments are composed by some bases from the vector sequence in the front or rear of restriction enzyme sites, which can not only increase the vector identification effect, but also speedily establish suffix tree and save the space used by suffix tree.
Step 2: establishing the vector suffix tree based on the top m highest frequency vector sequence fragments via statistics.
Scan linearly the vector sequence fragments in turn, and then carry out frequency statistics for kgrams and get the top m highest frequency k-grams, finally establish the vector suffix tree. The process of establishing tree is the same as that of normal suffix tree, which merges the sub-sequences of length k with the same suffix, and extracts their common suffix as the value of edge from the node to its parent node. And then the base sequence removing the parent node is regarded as the start sequence considering the node as the root node. When the inserted sequence has the same suffix as certain current node pointed to while they are not identical, the same part is extracted as their common parent node, and both of the residual different parts after removing the same suffixes are set as the two child nodes belonging to the new parent node. The leaf nodes of suffix tree record the corresponding location information, such as the sequence name and starting and ending location of k-grams. The all k-grams are added in turn, and the final tree is the vector suffix tree. 
Identification of the EST vector sequences using the vector suffix tree
The identification of EST vector fragments using the vector suffix tree includes 3 steps: matching the vector suffix trees, expanding the matching vector fragments and merging the expanded vector fragments. The vector matching process of suffix tree is a process that all vector fragments are obtained by utilizing the established vector identification tree and matching of the EST sequences to be recognized. The extension process of the matching vector fragments is a process that all matching vector fragments are expanded by making use of the dynamic programming method. And the expanded vector fragments are merged in accordance with the expected structure of EST sequence. Finally, the vector sequence included in EST sequence is obtained.
Step 1: matching the vector fragments. Use a slide window of length k to slide forward 1 base each time to get all the sub-sequences of length k as the keywords of search. Then search the established vector suffix tree using the subsequences of length k of EST as keywords, and judge if the sub-sequence of length k matches the vector DNA sequences, if they match, the corresponding location information in the vector DNA is gotten. Search all the sub-sequences of length k in turn, and all the vector fragments matching the vector sequence and their corresponding location in the vector will appear.
Step 2: expanding the vector fragments. For all matching vector fragments, expand both sides using the dynamic programming method with windows of fixed length. The algorithm saves a lot of inter-comparing time and space compared with common dynamic programming method through the dynamic programming method fixing the window length, and it adopts different thresholds of the correct rate taking into account the credibility of high or low quality region when expanding them [13] . When the threshold doesn't meet the correct rate, the expansion stops and the expanded vector sequence fragments are obtained.
Step 3: merging the vector fragments. After expanding, the vector sequence fragments are merged making use of relative position error and quality value control. As for all the expanded vector sequence fragments, if the preset value doesn't exceeded by difference comprehensive value of the position in the vector sequences and sequences to be recognized and the quality value of relevant bases for any two, the two expanded vector sequence fragments are merged. If can't, then the shorter one is gotten rid of.
